
Simply 
Powerful.

GAS APPLIANCES

 

PANDA® Steamer Series
High-Speed Steamer Cabinet



PANDA® High-speed Steam Cabinet has the 
characteristics of low noise, high thermal efficiency, energy 
saving, superior performance, less harmful substances in 
the exhaust gas, safe, reliable, clean and hygienic.

From freshly made dim sum to perfectly cook  seafood, 
this three compartmented steamer cabinet, will easily 
handle many kinds of product while delivering on the 
same high standard.

1” Water inlet

4/1” Water Outlet1 1/4” Gas Connection
This unit comes with a 1 1/4” gas 
connection to be installed by a 
professional.

PANDA® Steamer Series
High-Speed Steam Cabinet

Powerful yet, 
Incredibly quiet
Up to 4 Torch Burner that constantly 
provide up to 100.000 btu/hour make 
this steamer blazingly fast heating.

With PANDA® unique heat exchanger 
design makes the steamer super quiet 
but yet powerful.

ALL PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AND DATA ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE TO IMPROVE RELIABILITY, FUNCTION OR DESIGN OR OTHERWISE.



Safe Open Door 
Door System
All Compartment doors are equip with 
Smart Open System to prevent high 
pressure heat injuries for safety purposes. 

Independently
controlled
Operate efficiently by using just one 
compartment when that’s all that’s 
needed, or all for maximum output. Its 
flexibility boosts your productivity.

Auto Reload
The unit features Auto Reload which 
will automatically maintain the proper 
water level in the steam tank and 
ensures constant steam production

Reliably safe
Flame-failure protection will shut the 
gas off that prevents accidents
caused by gas leak to ensure safety.

Quality Construction
Heavy gauge stainless steel frame construction 
for the entire unit, which is designed for extra 
strength and durability.

Heavy Duty Hardware
The doors are double wall insulated, build to 
retains heat to preserve the temperature for 
consistency and efficiency.

Each compartment can achieve 
high temperatures for a quick and 
thorough cooking process! 

Energy
Efficiency
Equipped with steam On/Off valve 
allows you to easily select the desired 
steam outputs, such as fast steaming, 
slow steaming and keep warm

ETL US
This item meets the electrical product safety 
standards imposed by the ETL, a division of the 
Intertek Group, for use in the United States.

ETL Sanitation
This item meets the sanitation 
standards imposed by the ETL, a 
division of the Intertek Group.



Product
Dimensions

MODEL 
DIMENSION (IN)

WEIGH (LBS) TORCH BURNER TOTAL
BTU/HRW D H

D-HKSMG-CB24B 24 35 75 400 2 100,000

PD-HKSMG-CB30B 30 35 75 450 2 100,000

PD-HKSMG-CB36B 36 35 75 510 3 150,000

PD-HKSMG-CB48B 48 35 75 600 4 200,000

PD-HKSMG-CB54B 54 35 75 700 4 200,000
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